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Chapter 1651: Immortal flying knife, paying respects to venerable sovereign 

 

The next moment! 

His body was hidden in the void, as if he had disappeared from this world, and the Thunderbolt only 

struck the void in the end. 

“Spatial sacred art?” 

Ye Chen’s eyes flickered. He did not expect the Hades Emperor to have mastered spatial divine powers. 

Immediately after! 

Youhuang’s figure appeared again. He raised his hands again. The dark hands seemed to be able to 

cover the sun and the moon as they suppressed ye chen. 

“Not good! Ye Tianjun is in danger!” 

Seeing this scene, Lei Yunzi and the others, who were standing on the ground and watching the scene, 

suddenly turned pale with fright. 

“Patriarch, what should we do?” Yang Tian’s face changed. 

A ghostly light flashed in old ancestor yellow spring’s eyes. Something seemed to be burning, and his 

aura climbed at a speed visible to the naked eye. 

At this time, a loud voice suddenly came from the sky. 

“Who dares to hurt my master?!!” 

Following that, under everyone’s dazed gaze, a blade light that was a few thousand feet long slashed 

towards the palms of the Hades Emperor. 

Wherever the saber radiance passed, all living beings were annihilated, and even the surrounding void 

was turned into chaos. 

All the sharp weapons in the world seemed to lose their color under this blade light. This was a blade 

that could kill. 

The moment the saber ray appeared, it would kill all the experts in the world! 

“Master, it’s the immortal flying knife, it’s the immortal flying knife!” 

At the same time, an extremely excited voice rang out in ye Chen’s mind. It was clearly the low hum of 

the night Demon Armor, as if tears were welling up in its eyes. 

“It really is him!” The Emperor brush was shocked. 

Ye chen stared at the peerless saber ray in a daze. He could vaguely feel a sense of familiarity from it. It 

felt like blood was thicker than water. 



“What’s that?!!” 

At that moment, Emperor Jiang and Emperor Yama, who were fighting in the void, changed their 

expressions and could not help but look over. 

Even with their strength, they were unable to capture the exact shape of the saber ray. The only thing 

they could feel was a bone-piercing chill. 

It was also at that moment that the expression of the Hades Emperor changed. 

As the blade light approached, the sharpness of the immortal flying blade was also revealed. The impact 

force alone seemed to be able to split the world in half. 

“Swish!” 

Hades Emperor screamed out in pain. He felt a sharp pain in his arms. After that, he discovered to his 

shock that after the white light flashed past, his arms had been severed. 

Not only was the connection between the flesh and the bones severed, but the arms of the demonic 

soul were also severed. It was like a knife cutting through tofu. 

In other words, no matter how powerful he was, he would not be able to recover his broken arms. At 

most, he would be able to create a fake one. 

“Ang!” 

At the same time, the Dragon roars of the nine Heavens resounded. A Dragon Saber with a dragon head, 

nine claws, and a Dragon Tail as its hilt floated in the void. Everything seemed to dim under its sharp 

edge. 

“Pfft!” 

Emperor Jiang, Emperor Yama, youhuang and the rest spat out blood under the might of the attack. 

Even with the protection of their treasures, they were forced to retreat. It was difficult for them to 

withstand the might of the attack. 

Ye Chen’s immortal artifact from the immortal world, the immortal slaying Flying Dagger, had arrived! 

Under everyone’s dumbfounded gaze, the Dragon Saber with a dragon head and a sharp blade circled ye 

chen wildly as if it had met an acquaintance. 

Then, a murderous voice resounded between heaven and earth,””I, the immortal slaying Flying Dagger, 

pay my respects to the sovereign!” 

“It’s really you!” 

Ye chen looked at the weapon that had once followed him in killing many enemies at close range and his 

heart trembled slightly. 

The night Demon Armor and the Emperor brush were extremely excited. 

Even ye Wushuang, who had been placed into the eight Budur Pagoda by ye chen, let out a deafening 

sword cry as if he wanted to come out. 



Ye chen took a deep breath and slowly extended his palm.””Immortal slaying Flying Daggers, return to 

your position!!!” 

When he first entered the cultivation world, he imitated the legendary immortal Luya and refined a 

magic weapon. He gave it a fierce name, the immortal-slaying flying knife. 

This was one of the few magical artifacts that had accompanied ye chen from a small cultivator to a 

peak. 

As his voice fell! 

The immortal slaying Flying Dagger trembled violently and then slowly fell into ye Chen’s hand. A 

Dragon’s Roar shook the nine Heavens, making people feel like they were about to uncontrollably 

worship half of it. 

In the divine Hall of Yinxu, a weak voice murmured quietly in the void,””So that divine item is his ...” 

The demon God forest of Yinxu. 

Qianqiu wuhen stood quietly, looking both disappointed and relieved.””In the end, the divine item is not 

fated to be with traceless ...” 

…… 

When they saw the true face of the immortal flying blade, the Yama Emperor, youhuang and the rest 

were shocked. 

“A fairy weapon! It’s a fairy weapon!” 

The same thought flashed through the minds of the two. 

This was especially so for youhuang. He came from the devil World, and the devil World had been at war 

with the celestial world more than once. Hence, he was extremely familiar with celestial artifacts. 

He didn’t expect that a celestial artifact would appear in this small world. 

The most shocking thing was that this celestial artifact was ye chen ‘s? 

With a saber in hand, ye Chen’s temperament suddenly changed. It was as if he had transformed into an 

ancient God, worthy of admiration. 

Youhuang’s eyes narrowed, as though he recalled something. He looked at him and asked,””You ... You 

are ...” 

He really wanted to say that ye chen was the former master of the immortal realm, heavenly Emperor 

ye! 

As soon as this thought appeared, it made him shudder. 

The heavenly Emperor ye, who had once caused the Masters of the demon Realm, the Buddha realm, 

and the devil realm to join forces and launch a sneak attack on him by a primordial chaos zenith heaven 

golden immortal, was still alive? 



However, before he could finish his sentence, he heard ye chen say two words softly,””Immortal 

slaying!” 

Chapter 1652: The might of the immortal slaying flying saber! 

 

“Immortal slaying!” 

“Whoosh!” 

At that moment, in the entire sky. 

It was as if only ye Chen’s proud figure was left standing in the air. 

No color in the world could cover up the extremely bright blade light. 

A wisp of celestial light emerged from ye Chen’s muscles. 

It was as if his entire person had turned into a feather, and he wanted to cut down everything in the 

world. 

“Swish!” 

The immortal flying knife in his hand was shining with immortal light. 

Auspicious colors and unparalleled might enveloped the entire universe. 

This was one of the few Grade 9 Immortal Weapons he had. 

He had killed countless ancient overlords! 

Who knew how many Immortals and fiends he had slain! 

Even though it had also been injured in that battle, its domineering charm could not be erased. 

“Woof!” 

The immortal slaying Flying Dagger seemed to have found the passion that had once followed ye chen 

through the myriad worlds. 

It trembled violently and left his hand. 

He was like an ancient giant beast that had fought an endless battle. 

At that moment, the world lost its color and the sun and moon shook. 

It was as if the entire sky was trembling. 

All the living beings in the entire Yinxu were stunned by the peerless Saber Light. 

It was as if time had stopped. 

There was only a silver blade light that looked like the Milky Way. 

This scene changed extremely quickly. 



When everyone finally reacted. 

He saw youhuang standing quietly in the air, staring at ye chen. 

Its lips trembled violently, as if it was trying to say something.””You ... You are ...” 

What a pity! 

It would never be able to reveal this secret. 

“Pa!” 

The next moment! 

His body suddenly split into pieces! 

Countless demonic Qi rushed out of his body! 

It was like a punctured balloon! 

“You ... You are ...” 

Youhuang was still staring at ye chen, trying to speak. 

The wind howled and the demonic Qi wailed. 

Demonic energy poured out of his body like a demonic Dragon’s Roar. 

Crack ... Crack ... 

Youhuang’s body started to split apart. First, it was his skin and flesh. Next, it was his bones. After that, it 

was his demonic body. 

Then, it was the demonic soul ... 

“Bang!” 

Youhuang’s body exploded! 

His soul was destroyed! 

He killed the demon Emperor who was at the form synthesis stage with one strike! 

At that moment, the world trembled. 

“It’s too terrifying! My God!” 

Countless people were dumbstruck. 

Master thundercloud and the others opened their eyes wide, unable to believe what they were seeing. 

Huangfu Yu’s eyes were dull. 

“What a powerful magical artifact!” 



Di Jiang took a deep look at the immortal slaying Flying Dagger that had returned to ye Chen’s hand 

again, his face full of shock.””What kind of divine item is this blade? Even the Xuanyuan sword is nothing 

in front of it, right?” 

What did the Xuanyuan sword represent? 

He was very clear about this! 

That’s the immortal item of Emperor Xuanyuan! 

He had seen the power of the Xuanyuan sword! 

However, after witnessing the power of the immortal flying knife, he felt that it was comparable to the 

Xuanyuan sword. 

Thinking of this, he couldn’t help but look up at the Emperor of hell beside him,””Yama-Emperor, do you 

still want to continue fighting?” 

The Yama Emperor’s pupils shrank violently, and his figure disappeared with a bang, as if he wanted to 

disappear from this world. 

Even he would not have been able to withstand that blade just now. 

It was an existence that did not belong to the human world! 

“BOOM!” 

At that moment, ye chen took a step forward and blocked his way. He said with an indifferent 

expression,””Where are you going, fellow Daoist?” 

If one looked closely, one would notice that his face was slightly pale. 

“How many more times can you use that move?” 

The Emperor stared at him and said,””You’re only at the early void refinement realm, but you managed 

to cross two realms and kill a demon Emperor. Even if you had the help of a divine item, you must have 

paid a huge price for it.” 

At this point, his face turned completely dark.””If you want to fight me to the death, I won’t hesitate to 

fight you.” 

In fact, he had guessed correctly. 

After all, the immortal flying blade was just a weapon. 

Without a controller to inject power into it, it would be difficult to unleash a terrifying power! 

Even if the immortal flying knife was once an immortal weapon! 

However, in that battle, the gourd that had nurtured it was broken. Although the saber spirit was safely 

preserved, it eventually landed in the lower realm. 

However, ye chen knew its situation the moment he held the immortal slaying Flying Dagger. 



Chapter 1653: The secrets of the ancient Immortals! 

 

This was a matter of life and death, so he didn’t dare to take the risk. 

“Brother ye, what do you think?” Feng Wuxie turned to ye chen. 

“Sure!” Ye chen nodded slightly. 

“I’ll give you three days. I hope we can see the results in three days.” 

Emperor Yama glared at Feng Wuxie coldly before leaving. 

The moment he left, ye Chen’s legs gave way and his body fell rapidly. 

Emperor Jiang reached out his hand and helped her to land on the ground. He said with concern,””Are 

you alright?” 

“I’m fine. I’m just over-exhausted. ” 

Ye chen shook his head, then looked around. “Where’s Huangfu Yu?” 

After his reminder, the crowd came back to their senses and started looking for Huangfu Yu. Old 

ancestor yellow spring cursed,””We let this brat escape!” 

Earlier, everyone’s attention was on ye chen and they did not pay attention to Huangfu Yu. 

“He ran away?” 

Ye chen frowned when he heard this and could not help but look at Di Jiang. 

Emperor Jiang shook his head slightly.”I can’t sense his presence. I think he’s under the protection of 

someone who’s concealing his aura. Or he’s been rescued!” 

“This kid is a rabbit, right?” 

“He can escape every time,” Yang Tian cursed. 

“This kid also has fate like you!” 

Di Jiang looked at ye chen and said in a deep voice,”his talent is not inferior to yours. Otherwise, he 

would not have been valued by the demon master and adopted as his godson. From the fact that he has 

escaped from you many times, he is really blessed with good fortune.” 

“Fate ...” 

Ye Chen’s eyes flickered. 

He killed su Qilin and another Huangfu Yu appeared. Su Qilin was the reincarnation of Huangfu Yu. 

Huangfu Yu had once again climbed up the high ranks of the demon race ... 

For all these reasons, it was impossible to say that he did not have great luck. 



“Huangfu Yu, su Qilin ...” 

Thinking of this, ye chen could not help but Mutter,””What are you? Could it be that you’re a scheme 

set up by some Almighty in the devil realm?” 

“However, this brat can’t threaten you for the time being.” 

As if sensing his worry, Emperor Jiang continued,””Our top priority is to suppress the remaining demons 

in this world and re-seal the immortal soul and immortal body that were suppressed!” 

“Especially that immortal body ...” 

He said with an extremely solemn look,”when this ancient immortal descended to earth, even Emperor 

Xuanyuan could hardly fight him. If not for Emperor Xuanyuan’s meticulous plan and the use of those 

Almighty beings from the extraterritorial, demons, and other forces to fight that ancient immortal ...” 

“Perhaps this world has already been destroyed ...” 

After hearing this, ye chen finally understood the secret of the past. 

It also solved the confusion in his heart. 

Even though Emperor Xuanyuan was the king of the human race, earth was just a small chiliocosm after 

all. How could it suppress an ancient immortal, even if the ancient immortal was injured? 

It seemed that qianqiu wuhen, the Lord of carnal desires, and the demons had contributed to the 

success of Emperor Xuanyuan’s sealing of the ancient immortal. 

“If we let that ancient immortal recover ...” 

Emperor Jiang took a deep breath and said heavily,””It will be the doomsday of this world. After all, it’s 

different than before. Emperor Xuanyuan has long stepped into the heavenly road ...” 

“How many of your twelve Grand Wizards are left?” ye chen frowned. 

After his recovery, Di Jiang’s strength was at the form synthesis stage. 

In this way, it meant that the twelve ancestors of sorcery were at the form synthesis stage, while 

Emperor Xuanyuan was at the crossing calamity stage or the great vehicle stage! 

The moment this thought appeared, he was shocked. 

Once upon a time, the earth had actually appeared in such a prosperous period. 

One of the 12 cultivators at the form synthesis stage was at the great vehicle stage! 

Even in the spiritual realm, such a lineup would be considered a peerless Overlord. It was no wonder 

that earth was once ranked in the top 100 of the heavenly planes. 

“I’m not sure. ” 

“No.” Emperor Jiang shook his head and said,”we were badly wounded in that battle. Goumang, 

qiangliang, rushou, Houtu, Gonggong, Zhurong, tianwu, and Guo Zi also died in that battle.” 



“After that, I also fell unconscious ...” 

As he said this, a trace of nostalgia appeared on his face. 

“That is to say, eight of the twelve ancestors of sorcery that we know have died!” 

“Other than you, there are three others whose fate is unknown ...” Ye Chen’s face darkened. 

Eight cultivators at the form synthesis stage had fallen, which showed how brutal the battle had been. 

In addition to Emperor Jiang, among the twelve ancestors of sorcery, there were she Bishi, Xuan Ming, 

and candle jiuyin whose fates were unknown. 

“Why would the demons want to invade earth?” Yang Tian asked, confused. 

“Naturally, it’s for that ancient immortal!” 

“Otherwise, they wouldn’t be so reckless,” Emperor Jiang said, shaking his head. 

“Logically speaking, it shouldn’t be!” 

Ye chen shook his head and his eyes flickered.”That ancient immortal was able to be suppressed, so his 

immortal grade must not be high. A mere little immortal shouldn’t cause the devil race to go to such 

great lengths, right?” 

Ancient immortal was the name given to Immortals in the ancient immortal realm. From human 

immortal to immortal Emperor, all of them were called ancient Immortals. 

According to ye Chen’s speculation, this immortal was at most a golden immortal since he was 

ambushed and injured by qianqiu wuhen and the others. It was illogical for a mere golden immortal to 

cause the devil realm to launch a Massive Attack. 

“The demons are looking for something,” Emperor Jiang’s lips moved slightly. 

As he spoke, a purple light emanated from his body and enveloped everything. He then lowered his 

voice and said, “It’s said that this ancient immortal escaped from the immortal world and stole a 

treasure while he was escaping. ” 

“I don’t know the details either. I’ve just heard Emperor Xuanyuan mention that it’s an immortal item 

like a bottle ...” 

Just as he finished speaking. 

Ye Chen’s heart was suddenly in a state of shock. 

The bottle ... 

Almost at the same time, a thought flashed through his mind. 

The liuxian bottle! 

Chapter 1654: The origin of the liuxian bottle! 

 



The liuxian bottle. 

Its existence was ye Chen’s biggest secret. 

It was so big that only he knew about it. He didn’t even tell su Yuhan or his parents. 

This item was simply too heaven-defying. Once it was exposed, it would definitely cause chaos in the 

Three Realms and endless disputes. 

But now, Emperor Jiang actually mentioned the liuxian bottle. 

Even though he did not specifically mention the name of the liuxian bottle, ye chen was certain that the 

item he was talking about was the liuxian bottle. 

Ye Chen’s heart trembled at the thought of this. 

He still remembered that he had obtained the liuxian bottle after su Tao tied his hands and feet and 

sank him into the river. It was also because of the liuxian bottle that he was brought to the cultivation 

world and grew all the way to the peak of the immortal world. 

For this reason, he had doubted more than once. For example, why did a divine item like the liuxian 

bottle end up on earth? Earth was just a small chiliocosm. 

What Emperor Jiang had said had solved many of his doubts. 

This liuxian bottle was most likely brought to this world by the suppressed ancient immortal. It must 

have been lost later and no one discovered its existence. In the end, it benefited ye chen countless years 

later. 

“Ancient immortal ...” Ye Chen’s eyes flickered. 

The ancient Celestials came from the ancient celestial realm of the previous dynasty. The ancient 

celestial realm was ended by ye chen, who had ascended from the lower realm, and the new heavenly 

court was formed. 

Ye chen knew very little about the ancient celestial realm, especially the former master of the ancient 

celestial realm, immortal Emperor Daozhen. He did not know much about this person’s background. This 

person was still imprisoned in the immortal prison. 

“It seems that the demon race knows some secrets about the flowing celestial bottle. Otherwise, they 

wouldn’t have made such a big fuss ...” 

Ye chen mused to himself. 

At the thought of this, he immediately looked at Di Jiang and said,””Have you found this celestial artifact 

that looks like a bottle?” 

“No, I didn ‘t!” 

Emperor Jiang shook his head slightly.”In fact, even the great emperor didn’t find this thing. The ancient 

immortal refused to admit it. Therefore, this secret has been sealed.” 

“Let’s not talk about this. ” 



“You, on the other hand, are in grave danger.” Di Jiang looked at ye chen. 

“Me?” Ye chen frowned. 

“Not bad!” 

Emperor Jiang nodded slightly.”If your wife is really the reincarnation of the Lord of the Underworld, it 

will do you no good. The great emperor once mentioned that the Lord of the Underworld used to be a 

peerless figure who suppressed the heavens.” 

“Back then, she was also the one who led the netherworld to attack the spiritual realm. She committed 

too many murders, and many people died in that Great War.” 

At this point, he said in a deep voice,”and now, there are many powerful beings from the spirit realm 

who have been hiding on earth after the ancient immortal. Some of them have more or less witnessed 

the scene when the netherworld attacked the spirit realm.” 

“Or rather, some of their Masters, ancestral Masters, fellow disciples, and even sects were all destroyed 

in that Great War.” 

Yang Tian’s expression changed drastically when he heard that. 

Old ancestor yellow spring didn’t say anything, but he agreed with Di Jiang. 

In fact, old ancestor yellow spring was one of the witnesses of the Great War. However, he was used to 

being alone and was a scheming man, so he didn’t die in the war. 

On the contrary, taking advantage of the spiritual realm’s great loss of vitality and the reshuffling of the 

various forces, the old ancestor stepped into the Tribulation stage and became an existence that 

suppressed a region. 

“Qianqiu wuhen, the path Lord of carnal desires ...” 

Ye chen frowned slightly. He did not know if these two had a grudge against the nether Lord. If they did, 

it would be troublesome if they met in the future. 

However, now that he had the immortal Flying Dagger in his hand, he could fight even a cultivator at the 

form synthesis stage, so he didn’t have to worry too much. 

“Forget it!” 

Emperor Jiang finally said,”come with me to devil earth. I don’t know how the world Guardian and the 

others are doing. The world Guardian is very talented and has received the great Emperor’s true 

inheritance. There shouldn’t be too many accidents.” 

“That’s good too. ” Ye chen nodded. 

After the battle just now, the demonic aura and demonic shadows that were originally shrouding the 

area had already dispersed. It was obvious that these people knew that the situation was over after 

seeing the death of the Hades Emperor. Hence, they had no choice but to retreat. 



At this moment, Feng Wuxie, who was standing far away, stepped forward and said,””Brother ye, when 

should we leave for the outside world? To see your wife?” 

“We’ll talk about it when I come back from devil earth. ” 

Ye chen said expressionlessly. Logically speaking, he did not want su Yuhan to be the Lord of the 

Underworld, and he was even more unwilling to see her being taken away by these so-called people of 

the underworld. 

…… 

At the same time, in the devil earth of Yinxu. 

A glorious divine Hall stood between the sky and the earth. The divine light emanating from the divine 

Hall suppressed the demonic Qi in the surroundings, making it unable to move forward. 

In the temple, two figures were sitting on the high platform. 

One of them was a handsome young man in a golden feather robe. The young man was as handsome as 

a God, but his eyes were like a sea of stars, extremely deep and ancient. 

Opposite the young man was an old Man in Black. The old man’s face was old, and his aura was 

somewhat evil. What was shocking was that he was clearly sitting there, but it made people feel as if 

they were in the distant galaxy. 

At this moment, there was a chess game in front of the two. 

The chess style had already reached a difficult point. 

“Bang!” 

Suddenly, one of the black-robed old man’s pieces exploded. Then, all the black pieces on the 

chessboard exploded one after another. 

The black-robed old man’s movements paused, and his face turned extremely gloomy. 

Chapter 1655: The world Guardian and the demon master! 

 

“Demon master, you’ve lost!” 

The Golden-feathered robe youth spoke slowly, his voice dignified and without losing his pride,””No 

matter how much you’ve calculated, you couldn’t have predicted this situation, right?” 

“Realm Guardian, do you think you’ve won?” 

“Hehe.” The devil Master sneered.”This time, our invasion of the Ruins of Yin has already caused many 

loopholes in the means arranged by Emperor Xuanyuan. How long do you think the suppressed 

immortal soul and immortal body can dormant?” 

“You don’t have to worry about that.” 



The Golden-feathered clothes youth said expressionlessly,””Since the great emperor ordered me to 

guard this world back then, he naturally has many means prepared. It’s not as simple as you think.” 

“You?” 

The demon master said disdainfully,”you’re just a crippled immortal figurine. Do you really think you’re 

still the Golden immortal level immortal figurine you once were?” If it wasn’t for the immortal Jade on 

that ancient immortal, you would have already exhausted all your energy and turned into a dead object. 

” 

As soon as he said this, the Golden ape and the Golden Toad on his shoulder were both shocked. 

“Boss is an immortal figurine?!!” 

The Golden Toad’s eyes almost popped out of their sockets in shock. 

Although they had accompanied the Golden-feathered robe youth for countless years, they had never 

known what kind of existence their boss was. 

In their eyes, their boss had remarkable abilities and could transform into any ferocious beast or human 

form. 

However, it was actually an immortal figurine! 

Since it was an immortal figurine, it must be an item from the immortal world. How did it come to this 

world? Additionally, it had become the tomb-guarding beast of Emperor Xuanyuan. 

“If I’m not wrong, the immortal Jade that the ancient immortal brought to the lower realm is almost 

gone,” the demon master said.”Without immortal Jade, what do you have to fight me with?” 

“Even without me, Yinxu and the earth will not go extinct.” 

The youth in golden feather clothes smiled, and his eyes were burning with fire,””As long as the human 

race is alive, we will have a long destiny. We’ve already given birth to a group of juniors who can take on 

heavy responsibilities. How can you demons succeed in your wild ambitions?” 

“A group of juniors who can take on heavy responsibilities?” 

“You’re referring to that human brat surnamed ye, right?”the demon master sneered. 

The Golden feather-robed youth laughed without saying anything. 

“This demon master admits that he is indeed gifted.” 

The demon master nodded in agreement.””However, our achievements are ultimately limited. The 

foundation of my demon race is not something you frogs at the bottom of a well can imagine. How can a 

mere genius resist my demon Army?” 

“Hehe ...” 

He chuckled and said,””In fact, the brat surnamed ye isn’t the only genius in your human race. There’s 

another person who isn’t inferior to him in terms of talent or temperament.” 



“You’re referring to Huangfu Yu, right?” The Golden-feathered clothes youth’s eyes sank slightly. 

“Not bad!” 

The demon master smiled.”This child’s temperament is more suitable for the taste of our demon race 

than that man surnamed ye. This is also the reason why I accepted him as my foster son and taught him 

the divine abilities of the demon race.” 

The giant golden ape at the side couldn’t help but sneer,””How can a bastard who betrays his race and 

disregards his ancestor’s bloodline be compared to ye chen?” 

“Is that so?” 

The demon master’s eyes flashed.”Realm Guardian, why don’t you and I make another bet? let’s see if 

your human ye chen is stronger or my demon Huangfu Yu?” 

“How should we bet? What’s the bet?” The Golden-feathered robe youth said. 

“Let’s bet on who can get the recognition of the Xuanyuan sword after you open the Emperor’s Tomb!” 

“If you, human ye chen, are acknowledged by the Xuanyuan sword, then I, the demon master, can swear 

in the name of the five great demon gods that I’ll lead all the demons out of this world and never invade 

it again,” the demon master said in an extremely unusual manner. 

“If Huangfu Yu obtains the recognition of the Xuanyuan sword ...” 

Then he smiled.”Then you have to tell me where the immortal soul is being suppressed. You can’t 

interfere!” 

The youth in golden feather clothes smiled and said,””You’re that confident that Huangfu Yu will be able 

to obtain the recognition of the Xuanyuan sword?” 

“Boss, don’t agree to his request!” 

The Golden Toad suddenly said,””This old man is really cunning. Things are definitely not that simple.” 

“That’s right, boss!” 

“Negotiating with them is like asking a Tiger for its skin,” the giant golden ape said.”At most, we’ll fight 

them to the death.” 

However, the Golden feather-robed youth was silent for a moment, then looked at the demon master 

and said,”Alright, I’ll take this bet!” 

“Very good. The tomb will open tomorrow. Let’s have a proper competition.” 

The demon master smiled faintly, and his figure began to become blurry and distorted. Then, he turned 

into a black smoke and dissipated between heaven and earth. 

As soon as he left, the Golden Toad couldn’t help but say,””Boss, you clearly know that this old brat’s 

intentions aren’t pure, so why did you still agree to his request?” 



The youth in golden feather clothes looked at him and said,””There aren’t many immortal jades left 

behind by the great emperor. I don’t have much time left ...” 

All these years, in order to preserve the immortal jades, he had rarely taken action. This was because 

every time he took action, he would consume a certain amount of immortal jades, and the amount of 

immortal jades was limited. 

As soon as he finished speaking, the air fell silent. 

The Golden ape’s eyes were slightly red, as if it could not bear to see this.”Boss, where are the immortal 

jades? I’ll go and get them for you at all costs.” 

Chapter 1656: The first confrontation! 

 

“Silly ...” 

The youth in golden feather clothes laughed in surprise,””In this world, anything with the word” 

immortal “in it can’t be easily obtained, and immortal Jade naturally exists in the immortal world.” 

The giant golden ape’s mood was extremely low after hearing this. 

It could be said that the two of them were raised by the former, and the relationship between them was 

not like that of Blood Brothers, but more like that of master and disciple. 

“So, boss, you’re worried that once the immortal Jade is used up, we’ll be in an even more difficult 

situation, so you might as well agree to the devil Lord’s bet?” The Golden Toad said. 

“Not bad.” 

“Yes.” The youth in golden feather clothes nodded slightly.”Rather than waiting for death, it’s better to 

take the initiative and attack.” 

“You’re right. ” 

“But what I’m worried about is that even if ye chen wins, what if the demon master reneges later?” the 

Golden Toad said worriedly. 

“If that’s the case ...” 

Hearing this, the Golden-feathered robe youth’s eyes were burning with flames.”Then I’ll use up all my 

celestial jades to fight it!” 

After saying that, he seemed to have sensed something and chuckled,””They’re here. Third brother, you 

guys go and welcome them. ” 

…… 

In front of the temple, a group of people flew over and finally landed on the ground. 

They were ye chen and the others. 

Old ancestor yellow spring scanned the surroundings and frowned.”There are no traces of a fight here.” 



“It seems that nothing happened to the world Guardian.” 

Emperor Jiang heaved a sigh of relief. 

At this time, a golden light quickly swept out from the temple and landed in front of everyone, revealing 

a Golden Toad. 

As soon as he saw it, Yomi’s face darkened.”Damn Toad, it’s actually you!” 

“The guy with a sore on his butt, you’re not dead yet!” The Golden Toad rolled its eyes in disdain. 

“F * ck!” 

Old ancestor yellow spring was about to kill him. 

At this moment, a majestic voice came from the temple. Then, a giant golden ape walked out.”Third 

brother, don’t be rude!” 

“Greetings, Holy ape.” Emperor Jiang nodded slightly. 

“So it’s the Thearch!” 

The giant golden ape nodded respectfully at Di Jiang. Then, it sized up the crowd and finally fixed its 

eyes on ye chen.”Fellow Daoist ye, boss has been waiting for you for a long time.” 

“A world Guardian?” 

Ye chen was surprised. It was as if the realm Guardian had known in advance that they would come. 

“Not bad!” 

The Holy ape nodded, then turned around and led everyone into the temple. 

When everyone entered the temple, the first thing they saw was a figure with his back to them. The 

figure was wearing a golden feather robe, like a god. 

“Immortal Qi, master, I can feel the aura of immortal Qi ...” 

Almost at the same time, ye chen heard the excited voice of the night Demon Armor in his mind. 

“It is indeed the aura of immortal Qi ...” Even the Emperor brush said. 

It could be said that immortal Qi was too important for them. Not only could it help them recover to 

their peak, but it could also allow them to burst out with greater strength. 

“This person has immortal Qi?” Ye chen took a deep look at the figure who had his back to him. 

The immortal flying blade’s voice immediately sounded in his mind,”Venerable sovereign, he’s the realm 

Guardian of Yinxu. I’ve fought with him before, but I couldn’t break his defense!” 

Ye chen was moved by her words. 

He knew the power of the immortal flying knife. 



Although he was no longer at his peak and could kill a form synthesis stage cultivator, he couldn’t break 

through his defense. 

With this in mind, ye Chen’s eyes immediately bloomed with two golden flames. It was the fiery golden 

eyes. 

With his fiery golden eyes, he once again sized up the figure with its back to him. What he saw was a 

Dharma laksana that looked like a god. 

This Dharma form was incomparably disdainful, and it carried a Supreme dignity. 

Just as ye chen was about to take a closer look, the figure who had his back to him suddenly turned 

around. A pair of eyes that seemed to be able to see through everything met his gaze. 

“BOOM!” 

Although the two of them had not exchanged blows, the moment their eyes met, a terrifying fluctuation 

erupted in the temple. 

“Tap tap tap tap ...” 

At that moment, ye chen took a few steps back. 

However, the Golden-feathered robe youth didn’t move. He still stood with his hands behind his back. 

This sudden scene caused everyone to turn pale with fright. 

Yang Tian did not say anything and immediately grabbed his weapon. He looked at the young man in the 

Golden feather coat with a murderous look, thinking that the former had attacked ye chen. 

“Don’t be impulsive!” 

Emperor Jiang hurriedly stopped him. 

With his strength, how could he not see that ye chen had used an eye technique on the world Guardian 

in an attempt to spy on the world Guardian? however, the world Guardian had broken the spell. 

“Old Yang, don’t mess around.” 

After ye chen steadied himself, he stopped Yang Tian. Then, he looked at the young man in the Golden 

feather coat again and smiled apologetically.”I was too impetuous, please forgive me, world Guardian.” 

“It’s fine!” 

The young man in the Golden feather coat said slowly. He studied ye chen carefully and a smile 

appeared on his face.”I have to say, your appearance was beyond my expectations.” 

His words confused everyone. 

“Once upon a time, I thought that after me, the hope of this world lay in the hands of second brother 

and Emperor Jiang.” 

“However, after you entered my line of sight one after another, I decided that you were the only one 

who could save this person,” the youth in golden feather clothes said. 



Chapter 1657: the battle of the Emperor’s Tomb! 

 

“The realm Guardian has been paying attention to me since the beginning?” ye chen frowned. 

“It’s not just early in the morning,” 

“From the first time you stepped into the ruins of Yin, you entered our line of sight. Otherwise, why do 

you think our boss is called the realm Guardian?” the giant golden ape said indifferently. 

“It can be said that in the entire Yinxu, no one can escape boss’s sight,” he said proudly. 

“What’s there to be proud of ...” 

Yang Tian mumbled to himself. He could not stand it. 

“Old ye, don’t be rude to the realm Guardian.” 

Ye chen chided Yang Tian,””If there weren’t a realm Guardian to guard Yinxu for countless years, how 

could the outside world be so stable?” 

Yang Tian’s expression changed. 

“It’s fine!” 

The young man in golden feather clothes chuckled and looked at ye chen again.”That divine item has 

already recognized you as its master, right?” 

The divine item he was referring to was naturally the immortal flying knife. 

“Not bad!” 

Ye chen nodded slightly but did not want to mention it. 

“This divine object is extraordinary. I’ve fought with it before, but it seemed to have been damaged, 

causing its strength to drop greatly ...” 

The young man in the Golden feather coat saw that ye chen was unwilling to mention it so he could only 

smile. 

“Realm Guardian, my spirit guardian tribe is being attacked. Why didn’t you do anything?” Emperor 

Jiang asked at this moment. 

The moment he said that, the atmosphere fell silent. 

The giant golden ape’s lips moved slightly as if he was about to speak. 

The youth in golden feather clothes raised his hand to stop him and said, “It’s not that I don’t want to 

help, but this is a game between me and the demon master. Neither of us can help. ” 

“So, the realm Guardian means that even if you see countless people die, you will be indifferent?” 

Emperor Jiang chuckled. 



The demons had surrounded The Guardian spirit tribe. He was at a critical juncture in his recovery. If ye 

chen had not arrived in time, the barrier he had set up would not have been able to stop them. 

Once the barrier was broken, Lei Yunzi and the others would definitely die, which would eventually 

implicate him. 

The giant golden ape finally could not help but say,”if boss makes a move, the demon master will also 

make a move. When that time comes, the situation will be even more complicated than before. The 

consequences will be unpredictable.” 

“Devil Lord?” 

“The demon Lord is here?” ye Chen’s eyes flashed. 

A demon master was equivalent to the crossing calamity stage. If he really attacked, no one in the entire 

Yinxu would be able to stop him, not even ye chen. 

The only one who could compete with him was probably the world Guardian in front of him. 

However, for some reason, he could not see through the realm Guardian’s cultivation, as if the latter 

had no cultivation at all. 

“I’ve been here!” 

“Yes.” The youth in golden feather clothes nodded slightly.”I won the game with him because of you. 

Therefore, I made a new bet with him.” 

At this point, he could not help but look at ye chen with a burning gaze.”The bet is that when the tomb 

opens tomorrow, between you and Huangfu Yu, who will be able to obtain the recognition of the 

Xuanyuan sword?” 

“Just this bet?” 

Di Jiang frowned.”Logically speaking, ye chen has a higher chance of getting the Xuanyuan sword. The 

demon master must know this. Why did he make this bet with you?” 

Ye chen nodded in agreement. 

Although Zhang tie had not seen Xuanyuan sword, he was generally clear about it. Now that it was the 

weapon of Emperor Xuanyuan, of course, it carried the hope of humans. How could it choose Huangfu 

Yu who surrendered to demons? 

“Naturally, it’s for the ancient immortal that was suppressed.” 

The Golden-feathered clothes youth shook his head slightly and said,””I’ve already agreed to this bet, 

which means that the game between me and him has officially begun. ” 

He looked at ye chen firmly.”So, after the opening of the Emperor’s Tomb tomorrow, for the survival of 

billions of creatures in this world, I hope you can do your best to obtain the recognition of the Xuanyuan 

sword. Of course, I’ll also help you with all my might.” 

Ye chen nodded without a word. 



“Realm Guardian,” Emperor Jiang suddenly said.”I don’t know if I should ask.” 

“You want to ask about Xuan Ming and the candle Dragon, right?” 

The youth seemed to know that he would ask this question and said,””The three of them are still in this 

world, but I can’t sense their exact location,” 

Even so, Emperor Jiang was still overjoyed. 

With the addition of Xuan Ming and the other two, even if the demons fell out with them, they would 

still have the power to fight. 

Next, it would depend on the fight for the Emperor’s Tomb tomorrow. 

At the same time, somewhere in Yinxu, shrouded in demonic Qi. 

Huangfu Yu, who was dressed in black, knelt on one knee in front of the demon master.””Huangfu Yu 

greets foster father.” 

“Get up, no need for so many formalities.” 

The demon master waved his sleeve and helped him up.””Yu ‘er, I called you here today because I want 

you to participate in the competition of the monarch’s tomb tomorrow.” 

He then explained the bet he had with the realm Guardian. 

After hearing that, Huangfu Yu said without hesitation,”Since foster father has given the order, I will 

naturally do my best ...” 

“But the Xuanyuan sword ...” 

“You’re worried that the Xuanyuan sword won’t choose you, right?” 

As if he had seen through his confusion, the demon master smiled profoundly.””Don’t worry. Since 

foster father wants you to fight for it, he must have a way. ” 

“I naturally believe in you, foster father.” 

Huangfu Yu lowered his head and said respectfully,”however, that ye chen has an extremely powerful 

divine item. Lord youhuang died under his blade. I ...” 

“It’s just a broken celestial artifact,” 

“I’ll teach you the five Emperor great demonic God’s Supreme technique, the black mist covering 

demonic technique, and the Supreme demonic treasure black mist demonic blade, cangqiong Xue. It’s 

enough to kill this man ...”The demon master laughed disdainfully. 

…… 

Chapter 1658: Three demon bodies! 

 

In the following time. 



The atmosphere of the entire Yinxu suddenly became extremely strange. 

Whether it was the native living beings of Yinxu, human cultivators, or the demon race, they were all in a 

relatively peaceful situation. 

Because everyone knew that after tomorrow, the Emperor’s Tomb would be opened, which would 

completely determine the survival of Yinxu. 

The human race was not the only one who was determined to get the tomb. 

The demons were the same. 

Thus, everyone knew that a temporary struggle was ultimately just a small fight, and would not be able 

to completely influence everything that would happen tomorrow. 

In the depths of Yinxu, in the divine Hall. 

Ye chen was on a tall building, looking at the entire devil earth with his hands behind his back. 

It was as if the agreement between the world Guardian and the demon master had been reached. The 

demonic aura that had shrouded the temple had dissipated, as if it had completely hidden in this world. 

He spread out his divine thoughts and could feel countless auras growing stronger at a terrifying speed. 

They were obviously old ancestor yellow spring, Yang Tian, ye Wushuang, and the others. 

Ye Chen’s arrival allowed the realm Guardian to open a secret realm left behind by Emperor Xuanyuan. 

There were many spirit stones and resources in it. 

Everyone worked hard to cultivate, all of them hoping to gain more survival abilities in the chaotic Yinxu 

and at the same time share ye Chen’s worries. 

At this moment, a young man in a golden feather robe appeared behind him and looked into the 

distance without saying a word. 

The two of them maintained this delicate situation. 

After a long time, ye chen finally turned around and looked at him.”Did the realm Guardian follow 

Emperor Xuanyuan?” 

“Not bad.” 

The former nodded slightly, his eyes moving,””Back then, I was just an inanimate object. It was the great 

emperor who gave me a new life.” 

“Do you have a name?” Ye chen said. 

“Name ...” 

The Golden-feathered clothes youth was stunned, as if this word was extremely distant to him. After a 

long while, he said,””You can call me zero.” 

Zero? 

Ye chen was a little stunned. 



Obviously, he didn’t expect someone as strong as him. 

The name was so simple. 

“Isn’t it strange?” 

Zero smiled.”I’m not a living being. I’m just an immortal figurine that entered this world by mistake. It 

was Emperor Xuanyuan who brought me back to life with immortal Jade and modified my program. 

That’s why I’ve been following him until now.” 

“You’re an immortal figurine?” 

Ye Chen’s expression changed. 

The so-called immortal figurine could be understood as a puppet. Whenever someone died in the 

immortal world, they would place an immortal figurine next to the tomb to protect it. 

The immortal figurine required a large amount of immortal Jade to provide energy. The strongest 

immortal figurine ye chen had ever seen was enough to burst out with the strength of a perfected 

golden immortal. 

If there were no immortal jades, or if the immortal jades were used up, the immortal figurines would 

naturally become dead objects because they lost their energy. 

“No wonder the immortal flying knife couldn’t break his defense ...” 

Ye chen suddenly came to a realization. 

The materials used to refine the immortal figurines were extremely precious. If the immortal flying knife 

was at its peak, it could certainly break it. But after that battle, the immortal flying knife was also 

damaged. 

“All these years, I’ve fallen into a deep sleep several times.” 

“Usually, I leave all the big and small matters to second and third brother,” zero murmured.”If they can’t 

handle it, I’ll come out. Every time I attack, I aim to kill with one strike. That’s why the entire Yinxu fears 

me like a tiger.” 

“Because you don’t have many celestial jades left?” 

“Frequent attacks will only increase the consumption of celestial jades. That’s why every time you 

attack, you kill with one strike to intimidate others.” Ye Chen’s face revealed his understanding. 

He finally understood why he couldn’t see through Zero’s cultivation level. To be precise, he didn’t have 

any cultivation level at all. His strength was dependent on the number of immortal jades he had. 

The more immortal jades he had, the stronger he would be. The less immortal jades he had, the weaker 

he would naturally be. 

“The tomb will open tomorrow.” 

“Although I have a lot of confidence in you,” zero said suddenly,”the demons can not be 

underestimated. If it is really necessary, I will unleash my strongest power.” 



“If I leave, I’ll leave this world to you,” 

“And the task entrusted to you by the great emperor has also fallen upon you,” he said with a somewhat 

stunned expression. 

Ye chen saw the death intent in his eyes and said in a deep voice,””Is the situation worse than I 

thought?” 

“It’s terrible,” 

“Let’s not talk about the demons,” zero said.”The ancient immortal suppressed by the great emperor is 

getting restless. If he comes out, even I can’t suppress him.” 

“I understand.” 

“I’ll do my best. “Ye Chen’s heart sank. 

“I naturally believe you.” 

Zero looked at him seriously.”However, your current cultivation base is still at the early void refinement 

realm. It’s not enough. It’s far from enough. Even if you have the help of that divine item, you can only 

use it once at most.” 

“Come with me!” 

With that, he took a step forward and a wave of ripples surged under his feet. He took ye chen and 

disappeared from the spot. 

…… 

In the endless chaotic spatial storm, there seemed to be a flat continent, but it was extremely dark. The 

dark demonic Qi permeated and permeated everything like ink. 

If one were to look closely, one would discover that there were three huge bodies floating quietly in the 

ink-like fog. There were many seals flashing faintly on their bodies. 

Ye chen and zero appeared there. 

“What is this?” 

Ye Chen’s eyes were immediately attracted by the three huge bodies. After he had a clear look, his eyes 

could not help but flash.”A demon corpse?!!” 

“Not bad!” 

Zero nodded slightly.”These three are demon masters. They led the demon race to fight with the ancient 

immortal and both sides were injured. It was the great emperor who killed them and sealed their bodies 

here.” 

At this point, he could not help but glance at ye chen.”If I’m not wrong, you obtained a piece of builder 

tree fragment in the desolate God tomb and cultivated it into a seedling, right?” 

Ye chen nodded. 



“Moreover, you’ve absorbed a demon body with the help of the seedling of the heaven-connecting 

builder tree and bore a half-embryonic form of the builder tree fruit.” 

“And it was with the help of that half-completed creation wood fruit that you managed to advance from 

the great circle of the soul formation stage to the early void refinement stage,” zero continued. 

Ye chen could not help but look at him deeply. 

He asked himself if he had been extremely secretive about everything he had done. 

He didn’t expect that the former would still be able to detect it. 

“There’s no need to be suspicious, and there’s no need to be wary of me. ” 

Zero seemed to have read his mind and smiled. “I’m the core of all the defense systems in Yinxu. It can 

be said that there are very few things in Yinxu that can hide from me.” 

“The demonic body you absorbed was only at the cultivation of a demon Emperor.” 

Then, he looked at the three demon bodies in front of him.””These three are the bodies of demon 

masters. Take out your sapling of the creation wood. I believe that after absorbing them, you should be 

able to step into the soul splitting stage.” 

“This is the greatest help I can provide you.” 

He sighed. 

“Soul splitting stage?” 

Despite his calm nature, ye Chen’s heart was burning with passion. 

Chapter 1659: Break through together and advance to the soul splitting stage! 

 

After that, zero left quietly. 

He was just an immortal figurine without human emotions and desires. No treasure in this world was 

attractive to him at all. 

This time, he did not monitor where ye chen was. 

After he had left, ye chen took out more than ten array flags and sealed off the space before taking out 

the sapling of the creation tree. 

“Swish!” 

The void trembled violently. 

A 1.5-meter-tall Golden Tree suddenly appeared in front of him for a few seconds. As soon as it 

appeared, the branches and leaves trembled, as if they had sensed the demonic Qi in the area, and they 

began to absorb it madly. 

“Go!” 



Ye Chen’s eyes flashed. Without hesitation, he commanded the sapling of the creation wood to land on 

one of the demon bodies. 

“Chi Chi Chi Chi ...” 

As soon as the sapling of the builder tree landed on the demon’s body, countless squirming roots 

emerged. These roots were like the sharpest weapons in the world. They actually ignored the hardness 

of the demon’s body and easily pierced in. 

After all the roots had pierced into the demon’s body ... 

In ye Chen’s eyes, the huge demon body was still shrinking at a speed visible to the naked eye. It was 

even rapidly shriveling. 

In the end, all that was left of the huge demonic body was its clothes and remains. The rest of its flesh 

and blood were completely absorbed. 

On the other hand, the builder tree’s sapling was shining with a divine radiance, as if it was a divine seed 

that had been left behind in the world. 

Immediately after. 

The builder tree’s sapling trembled violently, and on its branches and leaves, a golden fruit slowly bore 

fruit. 

Although it was called a fruit, at first glance, it looked like a Golden Ball. Inside the fruit, there seemed to 

be an ancient God’s shadow, looking down on everything and all living things. 

“Creation wood fruit!” 

Ye chen was very familiar with this scene. 

After all, he had experienced it once in the huangshen tomb. 

After the Golden fruit ripened, ye chen waved his sleeve and carefully picked it to preserve it. 

After that, he placed the builder tree sapling on the second demon body. 

Soon, the second creation wood fruit ripened. 

By the time the last demon body was absorbed by the builder tree sapling and produced the third 

builder tree fruit, the primordial Qi in ye Chen’s body seemed to have been infected and could not help 

but cheer for it. 

He no longer hesitated and immediately sat down cross-legged. Then, he swallowed the first creation 

wood fruit and closed his eyes at the same time, quickly refining the energy within. 

…… 

At the same time, in an area covered by demonic Qi in Yinxu. 

This place was the most evil abyss in the world. 

There was a figure sitting cross-legged in it, and an evil and terrifying aura was growing rapidly. 



After an unknown period of time, the figure slowly opened his eyes, and an extremely sharp light 

flashed in the depths of his pupils. 

“Hehe, ye chen ...” 

Huangfu Yu smiled.”It’s all thanks to you that my foster father passed down the heaven shrouding 

demonic technique to me. I have to say that this heaven shrouding demonic technique is the most 

powerful demonic technique I’ve ever seen in my life.” 

“In just a few short hours, I’ve stepped into the soul splitting stage.” 

At this point, he grinned, and his coldness froze everything.””I’m very curious. After tomorrow, what 

kind of expression will you have when you see my current changes?” 

He clenched his fist. 

“Whoosh!” 

In the abyss, a dark light suddenly attacked him. 

The moment the ghostly light appeared, Huangfu Yu’s hair stood on end as if he was being spied on by a 

terrifying monster. 

Seeing the ghostly light coming towards him, Huangfu Yu, who had yet to enjoy the joy of his 

breakthrough, closed his eyes in despair,””I’m going to die!” 

Just as the ghostly light was less than an inch away from his head, it suddenly stopped and turned into a 

blood-red blade that was as thin as a cicada’s wing. The blade light was a strange two-headed demon 

beast, and the body of the blade was covered with intertwining patterns. 

There was a malevolent face on the demonic blade. At times, it was grinning maliciously, and at other 

times, it was filled with resentment, giving off an extremely evil feeling. 

“This ... This ...” 

Huangfu Yu looked at the demonic blade in front of him and felt as if his blood was about to burst 

out,””Is this the demonic blade that my foster father mentioned?!!” 

“Yu ‘er ...” 

At this moment, the demon Master’s Voice rang out in his mind,””This is the demonic weapon of the 

five great demon gods, the demonic blade cangqiong Xue. Once the demonic blade is used, blood rain 

will fall from the sky.” 

“If you want to possess it, you need to subdue it.” 

“This blade is extremely vicious. Together with the heaven shrouding demonic technique, it can throw 

the Three Realms into chaos. However, it is also unruly and difficult to tame. If you were to be devoured 

by it, even foster father would not save you.” 

“I understand, foster father.” 



Huangfu Yu nodded solemnly. He then looked at cangqiong Xue and mumbled,”Submit to me, I will not 

let down your name ...” 

…… 

Time slowly passed. 

In the entire Yinxu, from time to time, there would be a strong aura whistling out, breaking through the 

sky. 

“Hahaha, the old ancestor has stepped into the perfect void refinement realm!” 

A black-robed youth stepped out in the air, his might shaking the heavens. He said with some 

arrogance,””Little girls of the spiritual realm, wait for me. I’ll be back soon to pamper you!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, another earth-shattering sword will burst out, almost annihilating this 

world. 

Then, a young man in white walked out with a sword on his back, and his sword will swept through the 

Galaxy. 

Then, many auras appeared one after another. 

Thanks to Zero’s help, everyone’s strength had made a qualitative leap. Among them, old ancestor 

yellow spring, Yang Tian, and ye Wushuang had the greatest transformation. 

Zero and the Holy ape, who were standing in the distance, nodded. 

After consuming the trump card left by Emperor Xuanyuan, they finally lived up to their expectations. 

Zero’s eyes flickered and he could not help but look deep underground. 

He knew that even though old ancestor yellow spring, Yang Tian, and the others were strong, they still 

couldn’t change the overall situation. 

The one who could really control the overall situation was the person below. 

“I wonder how fellow Daoist ye’s closed-door cultivation has been going?” 

Old ancestor yellow spring muttered to himself. 

Everyone was looking forward to it. 

The next day, when the first ray of sunlight shone on the ground, an extremely dazzling golden light 

pillar suddenly shot out from the ground. It then forcibly pierced through the void and finally soared into 

the clouds. 

The earth-shaking movement immediately shocked everyone. 

Before they could react, they saw a pressure as vast as the sea engulfing the world. Under that pressure, 

everyone could not control their bodies and wanted to kneel on the ground. 

Even Emperor Jiang couldn’t help but look solemn under this pressure, and his heart palpitated slightly. 



“This pressure ...” 

Old ancestor yellow spring was amazed by the change. Then, as if he had recalled something, he took a 

deep breath and said,””This is a pressure that only a soul clone can have.” 

“Fellow Daoist ye has entered the early-stage soul separation realm?!!” 

Everyone was shocked by his words. 

Zero finally showed a smile on his face. 

Chapter 1660: Huangfu Yu’s change! 

 

After an unknown period of time, the terrifying pressure that enveloped the world gradually dissipated. 

Ye chen broke out of the ground and stood quietly in the air. He felt the vast and almost endless true 

energy in his body. 

He could not help but smile. 

Early-stage divine separation! 

With the help of the creation wood sapling’s Samadhi fruit, which had been absorbed by the three 

demon bodies, he had finally recovered to the early-stage soul splitting realm! 

The void training stage, the soul splitting stage, and the form synthesis stage. 

He was known as heaven-connecting Level 3! 

Now, he had resolutely entered the second level of the heaven pass realm. 

In the future, he would definitely be able to step into the Tribulation stage, successfully pass the 9-in-9 

Heavenly Tribulation, advance to the Mahayana stage, and then return to the immortal world. 

“Congratulations to master for recovering to the soul splitting stage!” 

“Congratulations, Your Majesty!” 

“Congratulations, venerable sovereign!” 

In an instant, the excited voices of the night Demon Armor, the Emperor brush, and the immortal-

slaying Flying Dagger rang in his mind. 

The stronger ye chen was, the more power they could unleash, which would greatly enhance ye Chen’s 

strength. 

“That’s strange ...” 

Looking at ye chen in the air, old ancestor yellow spring felt that something was wrong. He mumbled to 

himself,””Fellow Daoist ye’s breakthrough this time should’ve caused a Heavenly Tribulation to descend 

...” 

He said it unintentionally, but he stopped intentionally. 



In the distance, Zero’s eyes flickered a few times. 

“Old ye, congratulations!” 

Yang Tian also ran over, his face full of excitement.””I thought it was already amazing enough that I’ve 

reached the late void refinement realm. I didn’t expect you to be even more awesome than me.” 

This time, with Zero’s help, he had also skyrocketed from the early void refinement realm to the late 

void refinement realm. However, he was still badly defeated by ye chen. 

“You’ve improved quite quickly. ” 

Ye chen glanced at him, slightly surprised. 

After Yang Tian, Di Jiang, Lei Yunzi, and the others also came forward to congratulate ye chen with 

cupped fists. Di Jiang even said,””You’ve now reached the peak of this world. ” 

Since Emperor Xuanyuan stepped into the path of heaven, the 12 ancestors of sorcery either died or fell 

into deep sleep. Yinxu was closed and the human world entered the age of Dharma ending. 

On the other hand, ye chen had risen all the way from the Dharma ending age to the soul splitting stage. 

How could they not respect him? 

Zero walked over and looked at him with satisfaction.””Very good!” 

He was just an immortal figurine and didn’t have human emotions. In addition, he was not good with 

words, so he only said ‘very good’. 

After saying that, he suddenly raised his head to look at the sky, and his eyes suddenly burst out with a 

brilliant divine light. “They’re here!” 

As his voice fell ... 

“BOOM!” 

A muffled sound came from the clear sky, and then a huge hole seemed to have appeared in the blue 

sky. 

The hole was like the bloody mouth of a ferocious beast, and at this moment, demonic Qi was spewing 

out from it. 

The world suddenly darkened, and in its place was an extremely evil aura. 

“They’ve finally come?” 

Ye Chen’s expression gradually darkened. Looking at the unbridled demonic energy in the air, he 

clenched his fists subconsciously. 

“The living beings of this world are simply too weak.” 

“Hehe, I can already taste the delicious blood food ...” 

“……” 



An extremely evil and arrogant voice rang out from the thick demonic Qi, causing the expressions of 

many people to change. 

“This is the divine Hall. How can you be so presumptuous in front of me!” 

Zero’s voice shook the heavens as he suddenly attacked. 

He did not make any unnecessary movements. Instead, he slowly raised his hand and gently pressed 

down on the huge ball of demonic Qi that was wreaking havoc in the air. 

In an instant, the huge ball of demonic Qi exploded with a loud bang. It was faintly mixed with endless 

screams of pain and hatred. 

“The power of laws ...” 

Ye chen understood. 

Zero was using rule force. 

The so-called rule force was another form of understanding of the power of heaven and earth. Only 

Immortals could achieve this. 

However, when he remembered that zero was an immortal figurine, he was relieved. 

“World Guardian, why do you have to make such a big fuss?” A faint voice came from the huge hole in 

the sky. 

“BOOM!” 

As the voice fell ... 

The demonic Qi in the huge hole was getting thicker and thicker. From a distance, it looked like a black, 

viscous liquid was pouring down from the sky. 

The next moment! 

An extremely majestic and terrifying pressure also emerged from the huge hole. 

Under such pressure, master thundercloud and the others ‘expressions changed drastically. They felt 

that they could not control their bodies and wanted to kneel on the ground. 

“Hmph!” 

“Hmph!” Zero snorted and waved his hand. A strange power entered everyone’s bodies, and then they 

felt that the pressure was gone. 

“Gululu ...” 

The black demonic energy in the huge hole began to wriggle quickly, and the demonic energy condensed 

into a huge black throne at a speed visible to the naked eye. 

On the throne, two figures stood proudly. Their demonic might was monstrous, as if the ancient demon 

ancestors had descended. 



The young man in the lead was dressed in black and had a demonic, handsome face. There was a vertical 

eye between his brows that gave off an extremely evil feeling. Behind him was a pair of huge purple-

gold demonic wings. 

“Huangfu Yu!” 

After seeing the person’s face clearly ... 

Old ancestor yellow spring and the others were shocked. 

Huangfu Yu’s transformation was simply too huge. 

If he looked like a human before, he was now a complete demon. He didn’t hide the monstrous demonic 

power on his body at all. 

“He’s gotten stronger again. ” 

Di Jiang frowned and said to ye chen,””It seems like the demon Lord has forcefully raised his cultivation 

level. You have to be careful. Even I can’t see through Huangfu Yu now.” 

Ye Chen’s eyes flickered. 

It had to be said that the current Huangfu Yu gave him some pressure. Even though he did not know 

what Huangfu Yu had gone through, he knew that Huangfu Yu had definitely become stronger. 

“Hehe ...” 

Under everyone’s gaze, Huangfu Yu, who was sitting on the throne, smiled. Then, he retracted his huge 

demonic wings, as if he had become a normal person. 

He took a step forward and immediately landed less than a thousand feet away from ye chen. Countless 

demonic shadows were prostrating around him, and there was no lack of demon emperors among 

them. 

“Brother ye, I’m here again.” 

Huangfu Yu looked at ye chen quietly as if he was the only one left in the world.”This time, there will be 

an extremely fair battle between you and me. I hope you won’t disappoint me too much.” 

“PAH!” 

Yang Tian couldn’t help but spit.”Which dog is barking? F * ck, it’s so stinky. It’s a stray dog that’s been 

beaten to death a few times.” 

Huangfu Yu did not get angry and only looked at him. 

At that moment, a ghostly light flashed in his pitch-black eyes. 

 


